
 

RC1: 

General comments 

This manuscript addresses the question whether organic resource quality, quantity, 

mineral fertilizer or site properties are most important in counteracting SOC loss 

under continuous maize cropping in central and western Kenya. The topic is relevant 

to a larger community of readers because it shows that the application of organic 

and mineral fertilizers cannot completely counteract SOC losses across sites of 

different soil properties. Based on repeated measurements over time (2002 to 2021) 

using a split plot design, the authors build mixed linear models to show that the 

reduction of SOC concentration during 19 years ranged from 42 % to 13 % in spite of 

adding organic and mineral fertilizer. The authors conclude that a complete halt of 

SOC loss is not possible even with applications of 4 t C ha-1 yr-1. However, on the 

landscape-scale only rates of 1.2 t C ha-1 yr-1 are realistic without risking losses of SOC 

and soil fertility at other locations. This shows that on deeply weathered soils more 

site-specific measurements are needed beyond the application of organic and 

mineral fertilizer to maintain SOC. In particular, due to the lack of existing long-term 

studies on the behavior of tropical soils, there would be an added value to the study. 

In general, the manuscript is well written and the data supports the conclusions. 

There are some aspects in the methods section, which needs to be addressed to 

enhance clarity. In addition, there are parts in the discussion section that are not 

necessarily needed and detracting from the storyline of the manuscript. Please see 

my comments on that below. If these concerns can be addressed, this would be a 

suitable paper for EGUsphere. 

 

Again, we want to express our sincere thanks for taking the time to give us this 

detailed and constructive feedback. We agree that the points are all valid and we are 

confident that addressing them has improved the manuscript considerably. We have 

put special focus on the main points raised 1) clarifying definitions and methodology 

(CSE and statistical model) 2) Improving figure design and captions 3) shortening and 

streamlining the results and discussion, and removing parts that detract from the 

main message of the manuscript (pH, C-sequestration discussion, to much CSE 

discussion), or putting them in the annex/supplement 4) moving ill-placed parts to 

the methods (Fig. 7, potential SOC stocks pitfall Embu). A detailed response to each 

individual comment and what we have changed as a result in the review phase of 

the article is attached below (our comments in blue). 

 

 



Below are the edits and comments on the manuscript 

Abstract 

Well written and very interesting discussion especially in line 23 – 25. 

The study sites have been management for at least 16 years but there was a recent 

conversion from permanent vegetation to agriculture. Does this mean the 

permanent vegetation was already managed before the land conversion? 

Yes, but the exact duration is not clear. We clarified this statement. 

 

 

How representative is Maize cropping for the study region? 

We added a note on this in the first sentence. 

 

Introduction 

Overall well-structured and well written. 

Line 43: Stabilization capability of SOC or what? I suppose you are talking about the 

reactivity of mineral surfaces towards sorption of organic matter in this context. You 

need to be clear here and elsewhere in the manuscript. 

Yes, thanks. We did so. 

 

Line 46 – 48: I would leave this part out since the focus of this paper is the 

interaction between fertilizer application and site properties and not the impact of 

land use history. 

We agree. 

 

Line 72: What do you mean with SOC dynamics in this context? 



We clarified this. 

 

 

Line 76 – 77: This belongs to the method section. 

Agreed, we changed the sentences in a way that is more in line with an introduction. 

 

Line 88 – 89: Why would the resource quality be of more importance than site 

conditions? What do you exactly mean with site conditions? Does it refer to soil 

mineralogy, climate, or both? 

 We reformulated this. 

 

Material and methods 

A general question. How did you account for the changing soil bulk density (due to 

land conversion and land management) over time when calculation SOC stocks? 

We did not have enough data to do such a correction. Hence, our CSE calculations 

are only an approximation, which we now clarified in the methods. 

Line 103 – 107: Are the soil classifications based on lab data from the reference soil 

profiles? 

Yes, from the time of establishment. We added this info. 



 

Line 115 – 121: I suggest providing a figure here visualizing your plot and sampling 

design. This would also help to understand the structure of the random fixed 

models better. A table showing the sampling dates for the different study sites and 

what was sampled (topsoil, subsoil, BD etc.) would be of added value. 

Thanks for this suggestion. We added these to the supplement. 

 

 



Did the bare and control plot received N, P and K fertilizer? 

Yes, we clarified this. 

 

Line 146: How exactly was the soil moisture content measured? 

We added this information. Please see below. 

Line 145: Was the soil bulk density measured before or after the 8 mm sieving? 

We agree that we had not described this part well, and it is clarified now. 

 

Line 150: Was the soil pH measured on the 2 mm fraction or on powdered samples? 

On the 2mm fraction. This info was added. 

 

Line 152: Did you also tested the subsoil samples from the latest sampling campaign 

for carbonates? Did you tested with HCl because subsoil samples were not analyzed 

for soil pH? Please correct me if I´m wrong. 

We did not test for carbonates but know from earlier samplings that pH < 6.5 until at 

least 60 cm depth and therefore the presence of carbonates is impossible. We 

added this info. 

 

Line 177 – 180: Could you please explain this step one more time for me? 

We agree that this was a bit hard to understand have not detailed the individual 

effects. We hope that it is now more clear. 



 

Line 186: Can you explain me what site-specific variance means in this statistical 

context? 

We allowed a site-specific residual variance. This has been specified. 

 

Line 202 – 205: It is hard to follow how you calculated the carbon storage efficiency. 

Could you please explain it to me again? I think this is an important part, which 

needs to be clear and easy to follow. 

We agree that this important part was not clearly enough explained. We rewrote this 

section to more clearly describe how we transformed trends in SOC (%) to SOC stock 

estimates, how we fit the linear regression of SOC stock trends to annual C additions 

and how we interpreted the slopes of these regressions as CSE. 



 

Results 

Figure 1: For me this is the key figure of the manuscript thus I have some questions 

for clarification. Is this the data normalized to the initial SOC content? Are the bars 

showing the data from all years/ sampling campaigns? What is the sample size for 

each bar? I would add that information in the caption. 

Thanks for pointing this out. We added all this requested information to the caption. 



 

Figure 2: What is the reason that some data points are above the initial SOC content 

at 0 years after establishment? 

That they are normalized mean initial SOC content per site and that especially 

Machanga had low SOC and large variability. We added this information. 

 

Figure 2: The caption says something about dashed lines indicating the confidence 

intervals but they are not shown in the figure. 

This is an oversight from our side. It is meant to be the grey areas in this graph only 

– we changed it accordingly (see above). 

 

Figure 3: The legend showing the N application looks weird. 

This is a property of ggplot and using the geom_ribbon feature. We did not find a 

way to remove this, and since it is still readable, we kept it as is. 

Figure 3: There are some site without any data for 5 and 10 years after 

establishment. How does this affect the robustness of the temporal trend 

comparison between treatments? 

Using a mixed model with site-dependent residual variances assures that the model 

captures lower data density in the comparison of least square means.  

 

Figure 4: A better solution is needed for the color scheme differentiating between 

organic and N applications. It is hard to see the difference between the color 

brightness. 



We agree and have changed the figure accordingly (using dashed bars instead).  

 

Line 265 – 269: This should go in the method section. 

We agree and have moved this part. 

 

Figure 5: The ANOVA letters and error bars are hard to read and do overlap. This 

needs to be fixed. In addition, the ANOVA letters are hard to read against the dark 

grey color of the bars. 

Thanks for this hint. We have removed the overlap between error bars and ANOVA 

letters. We also moved the letters for the 0 – 2500 kt below the bars to make them 

better readable. 



 

Figure 5: Use the same wording for describing the meaning of the ANOVA letters as 

in all other figures in the caption for consistency. 

Thanks for this hint, we harmonized the caption accordingly (see above). 

 

Line 2581 – 281: This is already interpretation and should go in the according 

section. 

We removed the part of the sentence. 

 

Figure 6: Why do the error bars now represent the upper half of the 95 % confidence 

intervals? In all other figures, it presented the 95 % confidence interval. 

This was an oversight from our side. In fact, we changed this already in the 

submitted version, but forgot to change it in the text. 

Section 3.5: Why is soil pH a target variable now? The whole manuscript deals about 

the effect of organic fertilizer application on SOC concentration and stocks. Is this 



important for the story? Otherwise, delete it together with figure 6 for streamlining 

the result section. 

While we think that pH is also an aspect of soil fertility, we agree that it detracts from 

the story, and can also be corrected much easier than SOC. Hence, we reconsidered 

showing pH, and moved it to the Supplement. 

 

Discussion 

For me the discussion is a mixed bag. It contains solid explanations and frames the 

data in a broad context but is also contains sections which are detracting from the 

overall good work of this manuscript. I think it can be improved by shortening those 

parts to emphasize on the key messages. Please see my comments below. 

Line 317 – 318: Could you please provide some information about the topography of 

the study sites? Since there are signs of extremely strong soil erosion in some sites, 

I´d expect either a slope gradient or measurements against soil erosion in other 

sites. Is the eroded material deposited somewhere else in the study sites? This 

should be very clear how you account for soil redistribution processes within your 

study sites. 

We added the slopes to the Material and Methods section. Soil erosion mainly 

occurred at the Machanga site, which was surprising given the very gentle slope. As 

mentioned, we unfortunately do not have any measurements of erosion, and thus 

we could also not directly account for it. Erosion was also never the aim of this study 

and rather an unwanted side occurrence. We still wanted to include this 

observational knowledge inform readers that the rates of SOC loss are likely a 

combination of actual turnover of SOC and are only partly due to soil erosion. 

 

Line 323 – 324: I would not describe the results of the other studies. Instead, just 

reference to them. 

Ok, we shortened this accordingly. 

 



L331 – 332: Does this mean that C stabilization against microbial decomposition was 

more effective before land conversion, which would explain the initial high SOC 

stocks? 

Yes, we added this. 

 

Line 341 – 354: This part does not really fit into the storyline of the manuscript. The 

key message of this manuscript is that application of organic and mineral fertilizer 

even in high quantities cannot maintain SOC in tropical soil systems. But here you 

are discussing CO2 emissions and yields, which is not part of your study or covered 

by any data. 

Reconsidering this section, we agree that it could be removed to streamline the 

manuscript and we did so. 

Line 362 – 368: Very good point. 

Thanks for pointing this out, helping to streamline the MS. 

Line 373: I´m curious, does the quality of farmland manure change depending on 

the animals and their food? 

Yes, we added a sentence on that. 

 

Line 378: What is the meaning of these classes? 

This is explained in the next comment. 

Line 378 – 382: Is this section important for your key message? Otherwise, I would 

cut it. 

We agree that it is not a main outcome, so we removed it to shorten the MS.  

 



Line 389 – 390: I do not understand this sentence. Can you please explain it once 

more? What is the regulatory effect in this context? 

After reconsideration we removed this sentence because it was only speculation. 

 

Section 4.3: All other section titles are stating the key take away. I would do the same 

here for consistency and stating how the effect of mineral N fertilizer (on what?) 

looks like. 

We agree and changed the section title. 

 

Line 408 – 412: I would cut this section. It is also more on the speculative site. 

We agree and removed it. 

 

Line 414 – 423: For me, this is the most important message of the manuscript, which 

opens a very interesting discussion and framing it into a regional context. 

Thanks for pointing this out. We agree and this is also why we have mentioned what 

realistic rates may be in the conclusion. 

Line 434: Rephrase the beginning of the sentence (“In the light of the results of our 

study (…).”). 

This sentence was completely removed in the shortening of the article. 

 

Line 441 – 447: Why is this not mentioned in the method section before? Now it 

comes as a surprise that there were technical problems with sampling subsoils. Is 

the data quality of the subsoil SOC stocks good enough to draw conclusions? 



We agree that this part needed to be moved to the Materials and we did so. We do 

mention the issues for Embu as a potential explanation for strange results for the 

bare plots there. As there was no difference between treatments in subsoil SOC for 

Embu anyway, we do not think that it affected our conclusions other than potentially 

not being able to capture some differences.  

 

Figure 7: You are introducing here new methods and results in the discussion 

section. In addition, it is difficult to differentiate between the colors. Is this figure 

necessary for your key message? 

We agree, and we have added accordingly parts to Methods and Results. We also 

added numbers to the figure to differentiate between experiments. We think it is 

necessary to display our idea that carbon formation pathways may be more 

important than pathways of losses. 

 

Section 4.5: Is the CSEa important for your key message? I would shorten the section 

especially from line 462 – 478 since you are not presenting detailed data on soil 

geochemical properties besides texture. This discussion part is rather vague. 



We think that CSE is important because it determines how much SOC will be stored 

in the end. We agree that the mentioned lines could be shortened and did so. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Overall well written. 

 Thanks 

Appendix 

In my opinion, figure A1 is not necessary since you are already stating the high 

correlation between SOC and TN in the text. I would just state the correlation 

coefficient and the significance level in the text. 

 We removed it and did as you suggested. 

Minor comments 

Line 345 – 347: Split the sentences into two. 

We have removed this part, as you suggested above. 

Figure A2: The y-axis of the middle panel has the wrong label. It show be 0 – 7500 kt 

ha-1. 

Thanks. In fact, it was the wrong figure in the middle panel even. This has been 

corrected. 

Line 770: Check formatting of the reference. 

 Thanks, has been adjusted. 
 

  



RC2: 

We want to thank the reviewer for this valuable feedback. We have addressed all 

points raised by reviewer 2 and it improved the manuscript considerably. We 

removed the part about C sequestration, and improved the description and 

discussion of CSE. We also focused the discussion on the points that are supported 

by the results, removing speculative parts. A detailed response to each individual 

comment and what we have changed as a result in the review phase of the article is 

attached below (our comments in blue). 

General comments 

The paper is well-written and focuses on the decline of soil fertility as expressed in 

SOC contents and the role of SOC in C sequestration. However, the latter appears 

mainly from the discussion. In reading the introduction I was not quite sure why you 

also refer to SOC stocks and C sequestration (e.g. in lines 47-48). If you want address 

both soil fertility decline and the role of SOC in the global C cycle, then these should 

be both discussed in the introduction. 

Thanks for this comment. We have removed the parts on SOC sequestration in the 

introduction and discussion to streamline the manuscript. 

 

 

The carbon storage efficiency as explained in section 2.4.2 is calculated only in the 

top 15 cm. How does this relate to the tillage depth? If you calculate the SOC stock 

based on the soil mass of only the top 15 cm and you homogenize the soil until e.g. 

25 cm, you miss a significant part of the SOC stock that originates from the input of 

organic matter. The carbon storage efficiency will then be underestimated by nearly 

50% in this example. 

The incorporation depth is also to about 15 cm, as this is the depth down to which 

the soil is manually tilled using a hand hoe. Yet, we agree that leached DOC is not 

accounted for. We thus have added these limitations to the methods and also refer 

to CSE as an approximation in the discussion.  

 

The discussion section should be carefully read in order to a balance between the 

results of the long-term trials and their possible explanation from processed based 



research. In order to strengthen the link to the long term experiments it would be 

helpful to consistently refer to the figures and tables in the discussion section (e.g. 

the statement in line 449-451 can be checked in Fig.3 while your reference to Fig. 4 

in line 455 is very helpful).  

Thanks for this comment. We added this additional reference and others where 

suitable. 

 

As it stands there is a risk of speculation on the role of microbial processes, the 

redistribution of organic amendments and the input of organic matter through 

roots. The authors show that they have a broad knowledge on these topics, but they 

should carefully evaluate to what this theory is supported by the long-term trials 

(see e.g. the discussion FYM lines 383-390, lignin and polyphenol lines 381-384 or 

root input lines 426-430). 

Thanks for this comment, we have carefully reviewed the whole discussion, 

removing parts that were mostly speculative. 

Line 13 and throughout the document ‘concentration’ refers to a dissolved 

substance in a liquid. Content is a broader term that can be applied to both liquids 

and solids. I would recommend using ‘content’ throughout the manuscripts. Please 

note that you use SOC content in line 41. 

We agree that content is the better choice of words. We have changed it throughout 

the manuscript. 

 

Detailed comments 

Lines 154-164 Please specify if the soils contain rock fragments. For SOC stocks 

these need to be taken into account (see Poeplau et al in SOIL 2017 or 2018) 

You are correct and we have added how we accounted for stones (in both volume 

and weight). 

 

Section 2.4.2 The calculation of the CSE is quite complex. An equation would be 

much appreciated in order to evaluate the results e.g. Table 3. 



In accordance with the other reviewer comments, we have revised the description. 

We have also added the requested equation. 

 

Line 286 Please check (and also avoid ‘respectively’ as it does clarify the text). Do not 

FYM treatments show the lowest decrease and SD the highest decrease? 

We agree to remove the “respectively”. We also agree that we need to change the 

text, so that is becomes clear that highest losses correspond to lowest CSE. This was 

done. 

 

 

Please check line 318 and rephrase. 

This sentence was rephrased. 

 

Line 378 Have these classes of organic residues already been discussed? 

Based on a comment by the other reviewer, we removed this discussion about 

classes, as it distracts from the main message. 

 
Line 399 The discussion of the stochiometry mainly concerns the CN ratio. Other 

nutrients such as P and K or micro nutrients are not considered. Would not it be 

better to discuss CN ratios rather than the broad term ‘stochiometry’? (see your note 

of caution on line 410). 



We agree and changed this accordingly. 

 

Lines 426-430 The discussion on root vs aboveground litter input cannot be related 

to the results of the long-term trials. 

Because our results clearly show that external inputs alone are insufficient to 

maintain SOC, we still think that we should present some alternatives and discuss 

them briefly. Yet, in consideration of your comment, we shortened this part.  

 

 Figure 7 The way to estimate the predicted SOC change should be explained briefly 

in the Materials and methods section. 

We agree and have added corresponding sections to Materials and Results. 



 

Lines 462-475 Is there any indication of the effect of soil mineralogy from the data? If 

not this paragraph is purely based on the literature and not supported by the long-

term trials. It should be at least be reduced. 

We agree and have shortened the part considerably. 

 


